
ID: tnttumbledd
Columns x Rows: 5 x 7
RTP: 94% (includes 12% Jackpot Contribution) 
Payout Mechanic: Match 3 
Volatility:       /      /       out of
Max Win Per Way: 50 x bet (excluding 
multipliers)

Max Coinciding Win: 2088 x bet (simulated) 
Max Win (Simulated): 12278.7 x bet
Default Free Spin Cost: €0.20 
Hit Frequency: 24.67%
Average Win Free Spins: 52.0 x Bet 
Min Bet: €0.20
Max Bet: €100

RELAX’S DREAM DROP JACKPOT JUST WENT DYNAMITE!

The Tumble series is back again with a heavier cascade than ever before. Dive down the mine 
in search of embedded treasure and keep an ear out for the pounding of a jackpot drop. Find 
valuable rock features, 3 varieties of volatility and prize pools that can make your dreams come 
true.

Now you know the drill – Grab your hard hats, it's time to tumble!



WIN PROBABILITIES

FEATURES

BIG WIN
(Bet Multiplier 15+) 

1 in 109

MULTIPLIERS
Special stone blocks contain 
1x, 2x or 3x added multipliers

EPIC WIN  
(Bet Multiplier 60+) 

1 in 416

MULTIPLIERS & EXTRA SPINS 
Special stone blocks contain 

added Multipliers or extra spins.

MEGA WIN 
(Bet Multiplier 30+) 

1 in 204

EXTRA SPINS
Special stone blocks contain 

1, 2, 3, 5 or 10 extra spins

FREE SPINS
If all dark stone blocks in the main game are destroyed, the Free Spins feature is awarded. In Free 
Spins, some dark stone blocks are special and contain extra spins or added multipliers.
There is a choice of three different Free Spin modes:

In all different modes, clearing every third full row of dark stone blocks, regular and special, awards +2 
free spins.



DREAM DROP BONUS

There are 5 jackpots that can be won: RAPID, 
MIDI, MAXI, MAJOR or MEGA. 
In the Dream Drop Bonus you can land stone 
blocks or DD symbols. DD symbols stay on the 
reels while stone blocks are destroyed. Spins 
are played until one of the reels is fi lled by DD 
symbols, and the corresponding jackpot is won.

JACKPOT SPIN

When triggered, the Jackpot Spin is played 
as an additional spin before the normal spin, 
with only no-value symbols and DD symbols 
on the reels. 
The Dream Drop Bonus is triggered when 
uncovering 5 DD symbols in the randomly 
triggered Jackpot Spin.

DREAM DROP

TNT BLOCKS

When the TNT stone block is destroyed it 
also destroys any other dark stone block on 
that row.

WILDS

Wilds are likely to be generated in stacked 
segments on each column.
Unlike the other symbols, wild symbols are not 
destroyed by a win, instead, they are destroyed 
when they fall down to the bottom row and are 
included in a win.



LANGUAGES

APPROVED JURISDICTIONS

Denmark Great Britain Latvia Romania

Estonia Isle of Man Malta Sweden

Bahasa Indonesia Dutch Hungarian Polish Thai

Bahasa Melayu English Italian Portuguese Turkish

Chinese (Simplifi ed) Estonian Japanese Romanian Vietnamese

Chinese (Traditional) Finnish Korean Russian

Croatian French Khmer Slovak

Czech German Lithuanian Spanish

Danish Greek Norwegian Swedish

LOWMEDIUM

WILD JACKPOT

SYMBOLS
HIGH

Any horizontal or vertical line 
of 3 or more adjacent symbols 
of the same symbol is a win 
match.

PAYOUT MECHANICS


